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ABSTRACT--
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television commercials in family- gront ing situatabil
researchers first conducted thirty fatily.intervievis with as many
family members present as possible; tten they selected nine
children's families for extended (three. month) participant
observation to Study the formative aspects of each child's
interaction with television -commercial content. The collected
observation data supported the_ view that childien-'are apitie of
knowingly interpreting and using commercials tc change the character
of viewing situations by involving others in planned social,
interaction. :These interactions include (1) using commercials to draw
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unrelated to .me sage cOntent),A2rseeking information-from parents
or siblings to resolve amtiguouscr complex massage txesentationse
and (3) using cOmmercialsto avoid thedemandsand requests of
others, especially parents. The observed interactions indicate that-
television and its content are social objects used-by the child to
manipulate viewing situations and Social actions. In effect, the
chil&is not a passive observer of television, tut an active viewer.
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- A SOCIOtOGICAL STUD OF. CIT/LBIREW .USE OF TELEVISION CONMERCLALS:'
. li

TO INITIATE SOCIAL INTEitACT N- TIN FA MILY, ROUP ITUATIOrTS.:
'-. l''

IN ,,_

A

hildltelevisio, dvertising relationship. Surprisingl

deal of research effort hasTheen d,

few s

,-be found in e literature which Nitiy be termed sec iological in

udie ar

,_,

mature .
1

"st

of the recent studies present television adve:r.ti9ii g a.s A powerful

child developtnen

influences a

yet there i

11.gpe

apparent a t© what those s©

literature represents, isolated pocket bf findingp , -hut'

cheSe packets in no way interrelate to give an overall view describing the

'role of televis on Sdvertising in c1-11.1dr n 'S everyday social lives. Perhaps
! .

only consistent! -n lusion-that has been drawn is that children's responses

evision commercials reflect age --graded stages of cognitive develo.p

whiCh may become increasingly more comple_c and differentiated with chro

2
age.

g

At the h ginning of the'1950's early television research produced severitl

studies that dealt with social,g co_ textual ;,and interactional yariables but

3
little continuing, work has been gd erated. !McQuail has suggested some reasons

for this.
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,Why a sociology pf mass co- unicatio_- has
been tso late in developing requires further
explanation.- the answer seems to lie in the
overwhelming'dominancei amongst the variety
of possible approaches, one of two-themes or
orientations, one concerned with mass society,
its politics and culture, and the other stem-
ming from the great gxpenditure of resources
on empirical'sstudies of the direct effects of
mass communications ontthe opinions, attitudes
information and ehavior of the individuals
exposed to them.'

Among he early sociologicaliy-oriented television researchers, and

ere the Rileys ind E. E.-Maccoby.
5

Their studiesperhaps the best k o

presented rival interkretations of the role of television and its Conte

.he family unit. The Rileys argded that the .viewing

"a bridge from parent to' child" and "e _courages

shared experience.

vital force

They viewed Children's eperien

that stimulates soci

ation,provides

darity" through

television as: a

ion among family .group meibers.

The opposite view was expressed. by Maaohy'Who suggested that viewers in the

_ -
family group maintain parallel relationships °with broadcast material, shutting

the possibility of,interaction with others.

Oniyarecently have these conf lic.ting iffter atioffs been empirically

tested in a study designed to examine the. general clhbtacter of child Idles

vin n vbgwing, Frazer found that television 'viewing the family setting

constitutes an opportunity-for interactional ons4paraliel experience

Notes Frazer:

Television viewing, liko other social activities,
can be manipulated by O6 actors situation'
and takes on the character which they give The
children under study ppyed OPmerou4 xoles

the child:
6



television environment and maniptilated he television

input like other social objectjnight be mani-ulated%
7The children displayed surprising sophisticatio-rt At
'managing the role of television in the viewing Onviron 7

-vent, using'- to control and enhance social interaction.

This study, grounded sociological perspective and method

, 8
In eractionist, is designed to extend Frazer's findings to an uninvest

symbol lc

g

aspect of the child television advertising relationship. Specifically jt seeks-

to uncover if children use television commercials in family group Viewin.g

situations to initiate, control, and manipulate socialAnteraction with other

family group members, especially their parents (ie., using commercials to ne-

late play -with siblings, to negotiate consumption requests ith,Parents to

tiate conversation with others, etc.). The investigatio, focuses ,on the'

influence of interactional factors from the point ofAIiew of the child as part

the family group viewing situation. The fallowin section briefly overviews

the; nethgdological advantages of the symbolic interactionist perspective for

sociological inquiries of communication phenomena. *Subsequent sections detail

the precise methodological strategy used in this investigation and present the

collected obseryational data.

THODOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS

Thetefm symbolic interactionism refers to a unique social/psychological

e spective on Inman behavior. Use of the symbolic inte actionist perspective
4

a theoretical basis for an examination of the child/television adver lsing

relati-nehip dictates a different conceptualizatiOn for study and necessitates-

a dlff -nt methodologi - approach which allows for a better fit of research

-egy-to the empiricalworl Specifically, four reasots make this line

Inquiry a methodological awl-roach 11 suited for studying partiCular aspects

of child television viewing.



First of all, study takes-plate in the real world environment television;,

thus grounding the research in the natural setting of the activity to be examined.

The research is based on data collected by observation of-children in their own

homes viewing televisiovA Instances of the child viewing himself, with his
x,

parents and with his peers and sibling's are observed and recorded.

Secondly,,,n effort is made' by the researcher to'understand the dispoSition

on the part of the subjects toward the activity. Human action is interactive and

complex and requires that study of it reflect its changing character. To do this

the re -archer'locates himself in the viewing environment, making himself a party,

he activity under study, amd talks with children about the comercials. and

programs that they watch.

Thirdly, the examination of television is made in relation to other influences.

Complexity in human action is a partial result of the many influences whiih inter-

act and cdntinuplly redefine a' social situation. 'Cognizance of this requires that

the researcher attend not only to observed behavior under study, but ther

influences operating within and autside the observed sphere of activity.

Fourth, an attempt is made to study the phenomenon in breadth, Rather than

seizing upon one particular variable for exclusive examination, the researcher is

open to all possibilities which present themselves. To provide this perspective,

the researcher familiarizes himself with family's routin 'the cliaractsristics of

each family organization andothe activities of each family. The applicption of

this methodological framework is presented below.

METHOD

To examine if children's use of television commercials in family group viewing

situations to initiate social interaction, t ao methods were used to gather da
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true nature of h e viewing situation. Rather than going

h preceived theoretical notions. (e.g.

cognitive development), it forces the researcher to study the,_

e viewing-situa

age --graded and determined stages of

pirical ta urR

of the - natural viewing situlti!on. Once located in the situation, the researcher

then, uses behavior specimen ecord and repi-oduce the inwa-

Behavior Specimens

Rather than t eating.measurement

behavior specimens

12

as a separate phase o the research act,

-le used to capture the actual temp ral sequence of th social

interaction under analysis. This recording technique provided the opportunity to

investigate emerging patterns of. child-interaction with teleVision commercials and:

with- hers in the viewing-situation. Moving back and forth between recorded be-'

tavio_ 1 sequences behavior specimens allowed the identificatio -of sequential

phases of children's behavior, showing how eactiki: al phase was influences

13
joy past phases.

Observational Periods-

Children's tele i,

'11 _ ature.
14

programming segments have been identified in t

since this study was concerned with chi =ldren's responses

to relevisiot commercials whiledlin the presence of other family.group members, ob-

servatioUal periods were selected and scheduled in accordance with natural patterns

of family group television viewing. Observations were the cheduled and completed

with each of the family groups. To minimize he impact of time, ob.servatiens were

grouped as closely together as possible. The observations were completed over a

three mon hAleriod.-

The length and nature
15

e observations were based on enzin's demonstrated

Use of the_behavip-al episode. AlthoUgh each observation was scheduled to last
.
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one hour, ual observational time was guided by the behavior of those ri' he

, 15 16

viewing situ.;01bn and thei constence by direCtion toward _b e` viewin activity.

Beginnings. and ends of observational periods were identified by natural breaks- in

teleVision viewing. As such, episodes L tad 'until child or some other member of

the:liewing situation redirected their

f time aEtually spent ob

ctivity or were redirected. The amount

ig varied within the one hour framework, Since some

periods contained. numerous episodes of viewing interaction.

Though the validity and reliability of.this-SaMpling strategy might be quest-

ioned by those unfamiliar with naturalistic inquiry, the strategy strictly ad-

heres to the funda erntal rules accepted by the scientific cdmkunity. By det

mining when interaction concerning television commercials routinely occurs, the

S

/

behavioral observations were altuationally recorded a ddetailed. Reliab 'lit

was assured by the repeatability of similar 'viewing time egrnerits across the

nine children obs-

Denzin-
17

has observed that the responsible researcher,,

ved. Addressing the twin problems of validity and.reliablIleY,

samples at "peal( ti _ and justifies his

decisicins by working knowledge of the unit in .

question. I1 stratifies and cuts up_his smh-

jett's behavior into theoretically:informed,

empirically g.rounded'sub-units. If hehaS
successfully entered the lubjectls.worlds' he

should know the salient temporal features and

he can take sampling-observatiopal decisions',

on that basis.

OBSERVATIONAL DATA

interesting examples of hew children use television commercials to involve.

others in social interaction are presented in the observational data rePorted

below. The format used to report the data is modeled after similar sociological
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...Before reporting these findings, However, some basic remark ncerning

enerar-charactef of the child /television should be'noterh

mentioned earlier, children are'discontinuous viewers h- frequentiy

engage other activities while watching television Little uninterrtAted

viewing was observed over entire sample of family'group observations.,

As suggested by-rrazer, found that television viewing has an ongoing,

emergent character consisting of many interacting, and competing activities a cf,

events. As social objects, children act toward and through television commercials

in relation to the total interactional character of the viewing

Examples f-children knowingly using commercials to change the character

of the viewing situation were evident in most the:familir group .observational

records: rhaps rnnre important to this study, howevec, is the factthat'tbe
, " , ,

phisticated viewing tactic was observed in pregchool chtldren7N,,,
use f

as well as in older, supposedly more cognitively advanced :children.-

and convincing episodes 'of this ability are provided in the followin

P

s.equences'of C7, age 5 and 0. age 5.,

r
Behavior Se uenc

g

Iptetesting ,

behavior

(Sunday evening. C7 is i4atching television ,with other members

of the family.--Commercial for Kellogg's Frosted Flaskes appears

on the screen featuring "Tony the Tiger" an a group of children

camping in the forest.)
Boy. l- can't wait until next week. It's going to be ,fun°

going Up. in the mountains.. (directs comment tO father)

H4: Probably be cool though.

E4: Yea. But we have siedliingbags like those. (points to-

coMMercial) They will keep us pretty warm.

114 Are you sure you didn't lose some of your gear last time?

Remember you couldn't- find some of your stuff. .( =l6oks 'concerned)

E4: I'll go get it and we can check it. (runs off and brings

back some camping gear)

H4: Let's check it. (attention turns to looking. Over camping

equipment)
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Behavior SeqUerice _2

(Weekday evening, fE4 is watchin television with other family Members.
'Commercial appears on screen for Goodyear Tires, featuring a "riverboat:
gambler" dealing cards.)
E4-:- Hey. Let.'s play cards. r ints to mbler dealing

some' cards in the.commercial),
T4 (brother) No, IwOt to watch this.
EA (goes over to a table-and tikes out a deck of cards) Ai come on.

this is more fun. I always do what you want to-do.
T4 Ok,eone on then. I can heat you anyway. (E4 sits down and

thiy begin to play cards. Their card game continues for about
fifteen minutes.)

The above incidents not only point out the ability of preschool children: to

plan social action in relation to television commercials but also illustrate the

fallacy of attempting to ascribe one,role to any viewing situation. Far from

being a structured, never-changing stttiation, children, through interaction with

others and television content, define and interpret the Viewing situation..

illustrated in the above behavior seo ences children, inclining preschool

children, have the potential ability to take tel ercials and to direct

-and manipulate other activities. These activities, course, can and often

change the character of the family group viewing situation.!

INIbt only are television commercials sed to change the'chara ter of viewing

0-
situations; children also use them to avoid the demands of others, particularly

those demands made by their pa -s. An intere=sting example of the avoidance

tactic in use was Aserved in Family Croup Two.,

Behaviot uence
4

(B2, age 6, is watching television with his-brother, J2, age 9.
-7.12 instructs B2 that It is his'turti to let the family dog out-

COmmercial appears,on the screen for 9-Lives cat f7Ood,

featufing "Horris.')
.12: OK. Fuzzy wants to go out and it's your turn to let him
put. (points at B2) .

132: Wait a minute, I want to see "Morris.,"
(continues to look at the screen)
32:-. Oh no 1-le's got t go out now. (grabs the back of 2

shirt)
B2: You let him out. This is my favorite cat

next time.
YoubeCter./ You never do what yo_ are supposo to,

(gets Up and lets dog out. B24continuesto watch the commercial.)

I'll do it

10



miler exa

that was r

the tactic n use was =observed in Family_ciromp Eigh

Behavior SeTnence 4

(Sunday evening. B43 is viewing with other members of the family.
The telephone rights,)
WS: 138, please g t tht telePhiane. (commercial for Jack-in- he-Box
appears on the screen)
BS: I can't now, -1 want' to See fike
(points to commercial on screen)
Ymu get it.
W8: (Gets up -and answers telephone)

tanoes, bOth children skillfully avoided doing somethin

uested. To legitimize their avoihnce, they deliberately defined

the viewing of certain commercials as an Ativity that is socially app opriat

and' thus shOuld not he interrupted , Ire bofh episode the tactic

-ed as legitimate bv others since the children avoid -d

PP reneiy

ng the requests.

Other observations revealed children using television commercials to genera

et term

nversation h their pai-ents. Such conversations usually _entered Around

to use parents to gain information in ord esolvea _igdOus or
,

complex commercial pres_ tations-Qr to simply draw oth6rs into corniersati

iigs`c,f interest to .th

observed

esting examp1ta of this viewing tactic

Family r.roup Four and Five.

about

ere

(Sunday evening. F4 age 5, is watching television with other
family Members4 Fommercial apRars for Goodyear American Eagle
Radial tire, featuring eagles flying about.)
E4: Hey dad. Look at those birds. One has a white head and the
other doesn't. Pow come? (directs, question at H4)
R4r You see, -son, the one with the white head is a boy and the

one U a girl. -That's nature's way of making them differe

F4: Kind'a like boys nearing pants and girls dresses then'. (gr

at father) Wow. They are big.
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Behavior Se uande 6

(Sunday-evening.- D5, age television frith other

members of the:family. Commetciaf appears on the screen for local

music store. The presentation features a man.sittinR in'King-Kons's
band talking about thestore.' At the commereial's.aonCluspm the nat.'
is dropped from the hand.)

j'addv, bow do they do that
It actl't'real.'

115: Of course not. That's just a
tures.

13ut tow do they use-two
115: Watch' television. It,isn t

return 6 viewing).

CH5
real,

in
that's all. and

p ed)

IVpia-

_equence provide :excellent examples of how childte'n use televis"

ioncO ercials as social objects to initiate interaction with others. Behavior

equenc _ial can be manipulated to galn informatione 5 illust ates hoW a

iirder odan t\ ual nre ssage con tent itself. 'Bohariot.

interaction can,he

message content..

d with others

Both incidents also sug

e F illUstrates

-r to clarify borne aspect of

est Chat ants are given time oppor-

tunny to interpret what their children commercials, especially

.when asked specific qua

opportunity depends, to

orientation.

tions. fin

e 'ex

ghethez the v take advantage of this

their part cular consumer teaching:

An episode fpm Family Crou0 six

out social acts relation to television- co-

behavior. sequence, lIf

around a television,

c h

e.l1 and A6, age

mercial for `Rawlings

t ch ldren dev.lpp and carry

content. li the foil--

create a Social drama .

all Gloves feat .:Johnny



havior,Sequence

-12.--

I
ekday'afterhoon.- B6 and -A6 are. watching Star Trek, Commercial

Rawlings appears can scTeen.Y

R6: Thats.Johnnv Bench, (points to screen)

Boy, he can hit homers. (gets up, and ings a make-bellev

A6 (gets un and throws a make7believr _tch)

FLU his-One.
B6.! Fire one in here.- (prepare to take- a. batting stance

116: (winds up and fired) (this scene lasts for about three m

utes, as the two pretend to playing baseball)

hat)

This eplsdde convincingly supports the view that it is not the specific

content a mass - mediated messagethat determines

idual brings to it and the actions th

Perhaps the soundest conclusfaii

chit ren haVe the ability to use commercials as social objects for shaping and

.forging their dines of social action and`,- giving meaning. to che,vie situation.

behavior but what the indiv-
20-

tikes- toward itthat give it meaning.

hat ,can be demon from this episode; -is that

The observations of this study indicate television viewing has

emergent character consisting of many interacting and competing activities and

events, and through these the dhild viewer acts toward and through television

commercials in relation to the total interactional chara8t6t of the gaily viewing

situation. The collected observations support the view ft'at children are capable

knowingly interpreting and using commercials to change the character.of viewing

situations by involving others in planned social. interaction, Three specific

forms of such interaction were observed: l)_ corcnnerclals wore used to draw others

into converations and activities related or unrelated to message content;

2) attempts were made gain infer from parents or siblings in order to

resolve ambiguous or complex message presentations; and I) commercials were used
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to Avoid the demands, and requests of others,, esplcially those made by parents_

difficult to conclude4 that television viewing provides the
21

"bridge,between parent and,child" deactibed by Riley. ec al., it seems

equally incorre_ to conclude that viewing experience

22
CcobY, has .suggested. The soundest conclusion-ind mated by the data is

lly parallel as

that television and its content are social Obiects. Like any other object in

the world= of the child, for mple a cookie jar, television commercials take

OA contextual meaning based on the actions.of those around it. There can Be no

t the role of the child is active in the television vie ing enVironquestion,

t. The view of a,passive receiver, even under the __st sedate viewing conditions

is an underes ion of the abilities of the child'to understand and shape

experiences. Clearly from the observations reported here,- the child vie

capable of manipulating viewing situations by devalopingafid carrying out lines

planned-social action in relation to television comnercia s'so as to create

either a, parallel or an interactional context. To attempt a blanket character-.

ization of the role of television commercials in the family group viewing'

situation as one or the other is to ingnore,the observed behavior recorded here.
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